
BSP is a single source of suicide prevention safety 
products for the behavioral-psychiatric industry, 
offering the highest degree of safety, functionality, 
and aesthetically pleasing environment for patients.

Ligature Resistant 
Metering Faucet SF380
Our new patented metering faucet’s

ligature resistant profile is patterned 
after our popular sensor faucet, but now 

includes the patient having the option of hot or 
cold water. Duration of flow can be adjusted to change run

time depending on each environmental condition. With no batteries or electronics,
maintenance on this unit has been  drastically reduced. Hot and cold buttons are color
coded and incorporate braille. All metal construction designed for maximum strength

and protection from abuse. Polished chrome finish.

Ligature Resistant Sensor Faucet SF370

Our patented Infrared Sensor 
Faucet is sloped and rounded 

making the design ligature 
resistant. The touch-less design
prevents any infection control 

issues regarding the faucet. 
Designed to retrofit existing lavatories

or for new construction. Available in
AC or DC setup. All metal construction 

designed for maximum strength and protection
rom abuse. Polished chrome finish. ADA compliant.

Ligature Resistant  Shower Valve
Handle & Escutcheon Plate SV230

Features easy grip, ligature resistant handle that meets 
ADA pull force requirements, and does not require pinch
and grasp to turn, anti-friction ring maintains tight fit 
with smooth handle operation, redundant sealing to 
prevent moisture migration, escutcheon plate and handle 
with variable rough-in, anti-scald mechanism, ASSE 1016 & UPC approved shower
valve and ADA compliant. All metal construction designed for maximum strength 
and protection from abuse. Polished chrome finish.

This frame has been designed to be abuse and
ligature resistant. It has concealed fasteners that
are spaced to prevent tampering and comes standard
with polycarbonate covering. It is available in three sizes
and four colors, as well as a large array of artwork.
The complete frame package comes ready to place
on the wall and is a strong addition to our product line.

Ligature Resistant Lavatory ET720

The new BSP engineered sink is fashioned to
meet the latest behavioral standards of ligature 
and aesthetic design. It easily replaces other 
sinks (or can be used in new installations) and
is designed to support additional weight by 
interlocking our companion trap cover with 
the sink. Accepts all standard faucets and our
patented BSP faucets. Available in a number 
of standard solid surface popular colors.

Ligature Resistant TV Enclosure TE540

These TV enclosures are designed to be mounted around a previously mounted TV.
They are available for screens from 19'' to 80'', and custom sizes are available.
Constructed from strong aluminum extrusion
and Lexan with a black anodized frame 
and black matte acrylic. The screen cover 
is 1/4" Lexan to withstand  high abuse. 
Rounded corners, rounded edges, and 
sloped top provide for an aesthetically 
pleasing appearance, as well as crucial 
safety features. 

NEW!

Ligature Resistant Shower Head SH330

Ligature Resistant Art Frame AF550

NEW!



Behavioral Safety Products designs, develops, and manufactures ligature resistant products that are
technically sound and aesthetically pleasing. We not only supply, but provide engineering input, product
support, and field experience to assist behavioral health facilities, emphasizing ethics and professionalism
and furnishing sound technical advice reflecting over 41 years of field experience. Our goal is to provide
rapid access to critical products as facilities face steady increases in patient acuity and greater difficulty in
patient monitoring, relying on guidelines and input from The Joint Commission.

Ligature Resistant Stainless 
Steel Framed Mirror  FM160
Our polished stainless steel framed mirror incorporates the same
ligature resistant frame design as our art frame. It is backed
with .375” MDF making it extremely durable. Because of the
warmness of the wooden frame, the mirror itself shows more
like a standard glass mirror, as opposed to stainless steel,
giving the patient a more homelike environment. Currently
available in 18”x24” (mirror size), and four frame colors. 

Suicide Preventative
Over the Door Alarm
DH550

The Door Switch is an over-the-
door patented pressure sensitive
alarm, for inpatient behavioral
healthcare facilities, that helps
warn off sentinel event suicides. If a patient attempts to loop anything over the
door in an effort to hang or asphyxiate themselves, The Door Switch system will
notify the staff of a suicide attempt. 

Ligature Resistant Lever Handle
(Cylindrical) DH410
Features bidirectional lever handles that rotate up or
down to allow slippage of any ligature device in an 
attempt to tie or wrap over the top or under the bottom 
of the lever. The escutcheon and lever handle is con-
structed of solid stainless steel, with a satin stainless
steel finish. Available in lockable cylindrical or mortise.

Ligature Resistant Integrated Door
Lever and Escutcheon (Mortise)  DH510
This unique mortise door latch integrates the lever
handle and escutcheon, creating a superior design
that is safe, easy to use, and aesthetically pleasing.
Seamless and cohesive sliding action of the lever 
handle and thumb turn housed within their 
escutcheons eliminates “tie off points” associated
with normal door handles. Available in 36 functions,
Grade 1, UL Listed, ADA Compliant, and Patent Pending.

Ligature Resistant Exhaust/Supply Grille  EG450
Designed to replace non-ligature resistant grilles. Manufactured with 11 gauge
aluminum, it features a 1/8" thick perforated face with 1/8" holes on staggered

centers. The unit has 40% free air and can be ordered in
custom sizes. The offset feature of the face allows it to be
oversized to produce the same airflow as your existing
grille. Surface mounting with no interior flanges makes it 
an easy installation over existing openings without alteration.
Powder coated white finish. Corners and edges are radiused
for safety.

Suicide Resistant Furniture  
Our full line of suicide/impact resistant polymer and
hardwood furniture features: radiused edges, ultraviolet
stabilizers to reduce fading, chemically resistant to
blood, vinegar, urine, feces, salt solution or chlorine
solution, Dura-Ply™ construction, SafeJoint™ concealed
joinery for added strength, manufactured in the USA to
ISO Quality Standards, stain resistant and easy to clean,
can be bolted down, most ship assembled, comes with a
5-year warranty, flame retardant, passing Cal 133. Color
coordinating and matching available on our website.

Ligature 
Resistant 
Window Shade
WS910

See some more of our products online, including:
Ligature Resistant Grab Bar  GB350
Ligature Resistant Trap Cover TC230
Ligature Resistant Toilet    TN690
Suicide Resistant Towel Hooks TH870

Ligature Resistant 
Flush Valve Cover   FV600

This one-piece unit has a fixed width, and can simply be offset
to the opposite side of the lever handle. The bottom can be left
intact and mounted at existing height, or cut off and inserted
inside the top portion for height adjustment. The back can also
be cut off for depth adjustment. Complete with angle bracket,
security screws, and filler patch for lever handle cut out. 
White, high impact, abuse-resistant, heavy gauge material.NEW!

NEW!


